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Abstract. This paper describes how a concept lattice that represents se-
mantic relations (synonymy, hyponymy, hypernymy) in a set of words can
be used for semantic matching. This kind of concept lattice is the result
of the formal concept analysis technique used for determining semantic
relations in a set of words extracted from a monolingual dictionary. It
is shown how relations between concepts can be mapped into semantic
matching relations (equivalence, disjointness, more specific, less specific).
The results of using semantic matching with concept lattice in a spoken
dialog manager system are shown. The models are represented in F-logic
language and implemented in FLORA-2 system.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes how formal concept analysis can be applied in the domain
of natural language processing. An approach of semantic analysis using concept
lattice as background knowledge is proposed. An important problem of semantic
analysis is semantic heterogeneity that includes managing the diversity in knowl-
edge. Therefore a process of semantic matching is defined. Semantic matching in
this paper denotes an operation of matching two lexical units that have equal or
similar meaning. Semantic matching may have a more general definition, such as
matching operation that takes two graph-like structures (e.g., conceptual hierar-
chies, database schemas or ontologies) and produces mappings among the nodes
of two graphs that correspond semantically to each other [8]. However, the main
idea presented in this paper is one of semantic matching as an operation that
matches different concepts that are semantically close.

Formal concept analysis is a technique that includes lattices and order theory
as a tool for data analysis. It is based on sound mathematical theory, introduced
to information science by Ganter and Wille [6,7]. The idea of using FCA in
the domain of natural language processing has been already discussed in [5,3].
Further, the idea of using concept lattices for semantic relations capturing and
in linguistic applications is presented in [12,14,18,19,20,21,17]. In [21] it is de-
scribed how WordNet can be formalised using FCA. A similar approach has been
used in [14] for capturing semantic relations between words given in a Croatian
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monolingual dictionary using formal concept analysis in FLORA-2 system. We
presented how semantic relations that are automatically extracted from a dictio-
nary can be formalised and visualised using concept lattice. These results can be
further used for semantic analysis in the dialog system. In this work, a deductive
object-oriented logic programming language named F-logic, for semantic analy-
sis is used. F-logic [11] provides a natural way of defining a conceptual model of
data semantics and Web data manipulation. Further, F-logic is a formalism that
can capture formal concept analysis. All rules for semantic analysis are defined
in F-logic and implemented in FLORA-2 system. It is shown how proposed se-
mantic analysis with a concept lattice can be used as a part of the spoken dialog
system for weather information in Croatia.

The second section of this paper introduces semantic analysis and semantic
matching process. The third section presents how semantic relations defined in
the monolingual dictionary can be represented using concept lattice. Section
four presents how concept lattice can be implemented as a part of a spoken
dialog system for the Croatian language. Finally, some possible improvements
are discussed and some future work plans are presented.

2 Semantic analysis and semantic matching

Semantic analysis can be viewed as a task of translating a natural language sen-
tences into a formal meaning representation language [1]. An important issue
of semantic analysis and natural language understanding in general is how to
treat semantically close words or phrases. Therefore a natural language under-
standing module needs to have additional knowledge about semantic relations
between words. In this paper, an elementary process of linking semantically close
words (concepts) is called semantic matching.

For two words w1 and w2 there are three possible relations that describe cases
of semantic closeness: equivalence (≡), more specific (v), partial overlapping (u).
If two words have no semantic closeness then they are disjoint (⊥). Additionally,
a relation less specific (w) can be introduced as an inverse relation of more
specific. For every two words w1 and w2 there is only one possible relation and
it depends on how close these words are in meaning. Therefore, it is possible to
define a function that connects two words by assigning a semantic relation that
holds between them.

Definition 1. Let W be the set of all possible words and let R be the set of
relations, R = {≡,v,w,u,⊥}. Mapping frel from W ×W to R assignes to each
pair of words (w1, w2)∈W ×W an approprate relation from R that holds between
w1 and w2.

There are also measures defined for measuring semantic distance [16]. This is
not considered in this paper, but eventually function frel can be extended with
a measure of closeness and that is a plan for future work. Furthermore, semantic
matching may be described with semantic correspondences called mappings at-
tached to one of the following semantic relations: disjointness, equivalence, more
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specific, less specific, overlapping [8]. Although semantic matching has a broader
definition as described in the introduction, the basic task of semantic matching
in the context of semantic analysis is to connect the word (phrase) with a set
of words (phrases) that are semantically close to it. For that purpose another
mapping is defined.

Definition 2. Let W and R be the sets as in the previous definition. Mapping
fmatch from W × R to a partitive set of W , P(W ) assigns to each pair (w, r)
where w ∈ W and r ∈ R a set of words Wm that for each word wm from Wm

holds frel(w,wm) = r.

Using mapping fmatch it is possible to link each word with a set of words that
are semantically close into it. Therefore, mapping fmatch may be used to accom-
plish an operation of semantic matching. In the next section it is shown how all
relations between words, that are a result of semantic matching operation, can
be presented and visualised using concept lattice. Furthermore, a concept lattice
that describes semantic relations can be used for semantic analysis.

3 Monolingual dictionary formalization using formal
concept analysis

3.1 From a monolingual dictionary to a concept lattice

In this section an approach for dictionary formalization using the formal concept
analysis (FCA) technique is presented. A similar approach may be defined by
using WordNet as a resource of semantically close words and their relationships.
There are many research projects that deal with WordNet and some of them use
formal concept analysis as a technique for exploiting semantic relations, visual-
ization and other research[9,12,21]. In this research a monolingual dictionary is
used instead of WordNet. One reason is that WordNet for Croatian language is
not completely finished and available. Eventually, there is more information that
can be extracted from a dictionary than from WordNet. Moreover, the described
approach can be used to define or update Croatian WordNet because FCA based
semantic matching gives synsets as the final result.

Data in dictionaries are usually presented with implicitly defined structure.
Important attributes of a word are organized following implicit dictionary struc-
ture. Each word may have more than one meaning. Each meaning has its own
description with its own set of attributes described. This complex way of repre-
senting a word defines a dictionary structure that can be captured using formal
grammar. A monolingual Croatian dictionary [2] is used for automatic extrac-
tion of semantically close words. The formal grammar is defined in F-logic in
order to capture this structure. After formalizing the structure of a dictionary,
the final goal was to extract words that are semantically close.

Set of semantically close words are further analyzed using FCA technique.
Different semantic relations can be found in dictionaries (synonyms, near syn-
onyms, hypernym, hyponym, etc.). These relations form a hierarchical structure
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between semantically close words. In [14] it is shown how that can be modeled
as a formal context and viewed as a concept lattice.

If a word in a dictionary has more than one meaning and if any of these
meaning is descriptive (not explained with another synonym), than a set of
special marks is introduced (as zd, zd1, zd2,...). These marks are appearing in
the formal context and concept lattice, denoting that there are more meanings
for some word but with no synonyms in a dictionary.

Figure 1 shows three possible relations between two words (w1, w2) that have
semantic overlapping. In the first case (a) word w1 can replace word w2 in any
context and vice versa. In the second case (b) word w2 can be replaced with word
w1 in any context, but not vice versa since word w1 has a more general mean-
ing. In the third case (c) both words w1 and w2 have some additional meaning
and therefore can be replaced with each other only in certain contexts. These
cases actually reflect the relationships between two synonyms or hyperonym and
hyponym described as relations of equivalence, less specific and more specific
respectively .

Fig. 1. Cases of semantic overlapping

The idea was to define formal context in a way that concept lattice as a result
shows a naturally established hierarchy in a set of words. Firstly, the general
case is analysed in order to present the basic idea of the proposed approach. Let
Wn = w1, w2, ..., wn be a set of n words, then a formal context C = (O, M, I)
may be defined for set Wn. Set O is a set of words from Wn, (O = Wn) and
set M is a set of words that overlap with words from Wn. In some generalized
cases set of attributes can be a subset to a set of objects, but here it is M = O.
Rules for transforming dictionary data into formal concepts are defined in F-
logic as it is shown in [14]. The transformation process assumes adding relations
of reflexivity, symmetry and eventual transitivity. A final model should also
capture a possibility of a different representation of meanings. Apart from this,
incompleteness and irregularities can also appear in a dictionary and thus, have
to be included into a model. Therefore, many additional rules for handling these
specific situations are formed.

The final result of FCA technique applied to a dictionary is a concept lattice
of words. The described model of a concept lattice reflects semantic closeness
between words, therefore, it may be called a semantic relation concept lattice.
On the higher levels of the lattice there are words with more general meaning and
on the lower levels there are words with more specific meaning. These relations
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naturally correspond to relations defined within the semantic matching operator.
The interpretation of a concept lattice is given in the next section.

3.2 Concept lattice interpretation

For the purpose of this paper, a small set of words is translated into English. A
set of words with similar relations between them is chosen in order to show the
main idea of semantic closeness representation using concept lattice. However,
there may be slight differences in lattice interpretation using English language
from which we have using Croatian language in the original example. An example
of formal context is described for a given set of words W1 ={infinite, endless,
prominent, noted, enormous, strong, huge, well− known, eminent, big, high,
remarkable}. All these words translated into Croatian language have semantic
similarity detected in the Croatian monolingual dictionary. This particular set
of words has been chosen as an example because it generates a rich concept
lattice structure. Other sets of words with semantic similarity from Croatian
monolingual dictionary contains a smaller number of words. Some smaller set of
words are presented in the next section where an application of concapt lattice-
based semantic analysis for the weather forecast domain is shown.

Using the rules for defining concepts shortly presented in a previous sec-
tion, a set of 19 concepts is generated. Relations between concepts defined by a
conceptual lattice are shown in Fig. 2.

Using the proposed technique, it is possible to define a concept lattice for
any set of words that have semantic similarities. Each concept connects words
from a dictionary in a way that concept extent corresponds to the words given
in an intent set. For example, concept k14 with extent defined as k14[extent→
[infinite, endless]] links words infinite and endless in a way that these two
words have semantic overlapping with the same set of words given as the intent
of the same concept, k14[intent→ [infinite, endless, enormous, huge, big, zd1]].
Moreover, these are the only two words that have semantic overlapping with this
exact set of words represented as the concept intent. Hierarchical relationships
defined between concepts in the concept lattice reflect the possible relations
between words that can be attached using function frel defined in the second
section. The hierarchy is defined in the way that the words belonging to extents
of concepts of a higher level are less specific (w) than the words which belong
to lower level concepts. For example, in Croatian language the word big that
is an extent of a concept k10 has less specific meaning than the word huge
that belongs to an extent of concept k2, that is a subconcept of a concept k10.
In further analysis of the concept k10 it can be noticed that an extent of the
concept k10 is only the word big. Hierarchy of a lattice provides information
that the word big semantically links all words from set W1. For some words in
a lattice the word big includes all their meaning and for other words it includes
only partial meaning. For example, the word big can replace words prominent,
remarkable in every context, but cannot replace the words endless, infinite
in every context. In the set of words that is given in this example there is no
word that represents generalization of all the words because the concept k1 is an
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empty concept. The first lower level has five different concepts (k14, k17, k10,
k19 and k7). These concepts can not be compared. The extents of these five
concepts deal with the words that have a more general meaning.

Fig. 2. A concept lattice for set of words W1

Concept lattice can be presented in another way, as it is shown in Fig. 3.
This kind of representation is called reduced lattice representation [4]. In the
reduced lattice, each word is shown only once. The extent of a concept is formed
by collecting all objects that can be reached by edges that connect that concept
with concepts on a higher level. It is important that in reduced representation
some relations between sets of words are visualized in a clearer way. Besides, this
kind of representation shows only necessary words. In a reduced lattice, each
word appears only once in the exact position that shows where it belongs in a
word hierarchy. It is expressed that words enormous and huge are synonyms and
that can be described as an equivalence relation. Set of words S={prominent,
noted, eminent, remarkable} is also a set of synonyms with some exceptions.
Words well − known and big are more general than the words in set S. This
means it is possible to replace every word from a set S with word well− known
or big in every context with no change in meaning. This reflects a relation more
specific (less specific, on the contrary) between each word from W1 and the word
well−known. Henceforth the words well−known and big semantically overlap,
but have separate meaning nevertheless. It refers to an overlapping relation.
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Fig. 3. A reduced concept lattice for set of words W1

4 An application of semantic relation concept lattice

One possible application of semantic relation concept lattice is to use it as back-
ground knowledge in the process of semantic analysis. Semantic analysis is a
fundamental part of the natural language understanding module. In this section
an example of semantic matching using semantic relation concept lattice in the
Croatian language dialog system for the weather forecast domain is described.
The current status of a Croatian spoken dialog system prototype is presented in
[13].

There are different approaches defined for semantic analysis that can be
implemented in the natural language understanding module [10]: syntax-driven
semantic analysis, semantic analysis based on formal grammar and information
extraction. The Croatian weather data semantic analysis combines information
extraction slot filling technique with grammar [15]. This combined approach is
chosen mainly because of the limited weather domain and highly flective nature
of the Croatian language. Information extraction is used with limited domain and
when no detailed comprehention is needed. In information extraction process,
knowledge can be described with simple templates. Templates consist of frames
with slots that need to be filled with data from the text. In those situations only
relevant information from the input text is used for filling the slots and the rest
of the text is ignored. Information extraction with the slot filling technique is
used in many semantic parsers of spoken dialog systems [22].

The slot filling technique is focused on predefined keywords and matching
tempaltes. The problem of such a key word-based matching interpretation are
words with semantic similarities. In the proposed approach knowledge of seman-
tic similarities is automatically extracted from a dictionary and stored in the
concept lattice. Therefore, for each word w it is possible to use fmatch function
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to get all words that have semantic similarities (descibed relations from previ-
ously introduced set R) with the word w. One simple example of using fmatch

function to interpret the question from the weather forecast dialog system is
shown in Table 3. Information about wind and weather is given as a small part
of the weather forecast for the Adriatic coast. Wind names are specific for the
Adriatic coast and therefore are not translated into English (note that jugo and
široko are synonyms for the same wind and bura is a wind name, also). The
result of applying concept lattice for matching words from the question, more
precise answers are obtained.

Table 1. An example of question answering with and without using concept lattice
(CL)

Example of question Answer
with no

CL

fmatch mapping from the CL Answer
using CL

An example of weather forecast data that is used for answering questions:
Jugo is going to blow today with occasional precipitation on the Adriatic

coast. Tomorrow, bura is a possibility.

Does široko blow on the
Adriatic coast?

No fmatch(široko,≡) = jugo Yes

Is there precipitation on the
Adriatic coast?

No fmatch(rain,v) =
precipitation

Yes

Is wind going to blow
tomorrow?

No fmatch(wind,w) = bura Yes

5 Conclusion

In this paper an approach of concept lattice-based semantic matching is in-
troduced. The main motivation of this research was to improve the process of
natural language understanding in the previously developed Croatian language
dialog system for the weather forecast domain. At first, the idea of how to use
semantic match operators in the process of semantic analysis is introduced. Sec-
ondly, the idea of using FCA technique for representing semantic relationships
between words in a dictionary is presented. Three different models of semantic
relationships are modeled as three different formal contexts using F-logic. This
way, a set of words can be represented using formal context designed in order
to represent semantic hierarchy between words. The final result is a concept
lattice that shows a semantic overlapping between words. Implementation and
results are presented in the fourth section. The conceptual model is represented
in F-logic and after that implemented in FLORA-2 system.

The final result is more precise semantic analysis and more precise answer
generation with concept lattice for semantic matching (Table 1). This hypothesis
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has been proved for a set of examples, but no evaluation for the whole system
has been done yet. The evaluation of concept lattice-based semantic matching
is a topic for further research.
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